
Technology outdoors



Art: 
composing 

with photos

PicCollage

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Art: composing with photosUsing mobile devices to take photos to use as raw material can be a creative way of making a visual composition.At the QR code you can see some examples made by photographer Phil Barnett, who often uses PicCollage type apps to remake parts of photos into new compositions. It is possible to use any photos to do this, but once you start experimenting with it you begin to look at the environment differently, seeing potential for your compositions everywhere. You might compse an abstract or representative composition; focus on colour, pattern or line or just have fun painting with photos. It is easy to take this approach into drawing, collage and printmaking as a further step.



Art: found on 
the ground

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Art: found on the groundWhen you are working outside to make art using the only the materials available on the ground digital technology is essential if you are going to keep a lasting record of your art. At the QR code you can see some examples of artist, James Brunt, who works in this way. Your art will look different depending on where you are and what season it is – that's all part of the challenge. Making obvious or subtle changes to the landscape around you makes you and the audience of your art observe more carefully which is crucial to making and viewing art. This is such place specific art that it is great for swapping with pupils in other places so you can compare environments and collaborate together.



I am the pencil
MapMyWalk/Strava



Virtual outdoor sculptures
Greeenscreen by DoInk

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Make virtual sculptures and 3D models using Green screen by DoInk and place them in environments.



Wild writing

http://www.richardlong.org

ChatterPix
PicCollage

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Create media trails for others recording journeys using the idea of ‘walking a line’. �Create photo-journeys of sounds, images and movies of a journey to school to inspire writing.�https://www.facebook.com/tone.vollantyldum/posts/1099273133512662

http://www.richardlong.org/


PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION AND 
AUGMENTED 
REALITY

Home Court is an app that 
reaches all ages. There are 
different levels and 
challenges to select from 
including with and without 
equipment. It is a free 
download for the initial 
games and can help 
encourage you to enjoy 
become more physically 
active.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A personal favourite of these was the FitLight technology however this can be an expensive outlay for a school – which you can see in the image of the two people playing on the table this also could be used outside and further apart looking at the training aspects.– this uses motion activated light-up disks which can be programmed using a tablet and are particularly popular for speed and agility training.Home Court logo is on the top left of the screen this is an app that reaches all ages. There are different levels and challenges to select from including with and without equipment.  It is a free download for the initial games and can help encourage you to enjoy become more physically active. You can compete against yourself and find a friend online to battle.  Looking further into the app you can access different training activities and games. The children, teens and adults enjoy the challenge of competition and scoring highly.This app can be downloaded on tablets.The app in engaging and fun and links further to the national curriculum expectations especially working with fitness planning for secondary school exam subjects.



Home Court 
- Using 

Equipment

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Having had the opportunity to teach from primary to being Head of PE in a secondary school I see the engaging links to technology and outdoors that the children can gain from using this app.For example, you can see from the different option you can use in the app, this can help build a training profiles.  This app would be engaging and inspiring for the children who are completing GCSE PE or BTEC Sport as they have to further understand aspects of fitness. The main focus of the app is basketball but the agility balance co-ordination and speed activities will fit into other sports.You can log your training and set targets to be able to beat personal bests, this links further to the children set fitness challenges.



Augmented reality and STEM to 
STEAM



Making Trails: Scavengar

• demonstrates how the practical nature of PE can be encouraged 
using immersive technology.

• Scavengar uses AR to superimpose content into the user’s 
environment thus creating a digital artefact in the user’s real 
world.

• This app has potential to be used in various educational 
contexts, both in and beyond the classroom and beyond PE.

• It turns physical activities and quizzes into engaging, interactive 
experience.

• The app developers are designing a version of Scavengar
specifically made for educational purposes.

• Scavengar: AR Scavenger hunts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Scavengar enables users to create and experience scavenger hunts using AR. The Scavengar hunts consist of checkpoints which are superimposed into the users’ surroundings, proving a compass and distances to guide the user to the next one. Each checkpoint presents a different message, which could include information, a multiple-choice question or a task. The user can choose where to place their play space, selecting a space between 4x4m and 8x8m to work in.  In KS2 PE Scavenger could be used as an orienteering activity, for children individually or as part of a team. Scavenger could also be incorporated into a  running activity which is collaborative or competitive. The children in upper KS2 could design their own Scavengar hunts for other children. The ability to add multiple choice questions would allow assessment of knowledge relating to a topic.Figure 1 exemplifies a self-made Scavengar hunt, using the theme of an exercise circuit. When users find each checkpoint they are given instructions to perform an exercise, after which they move onto the next checkpoint. With a big enough play space, users could run between each checkpoint, thus increasing the intensity of physical activity. The hunt also includes multiple choice questions about physical activity and the final checkpoint invites users to select a GIF to represent how they feel after completing the tasks. It is accessible to learners with a range of additional needs in that the mode of movement, distance moved and action given can be designed with the age, development and needs of the children in mind.  



CoSpaces

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
BethOn the first international day, one of the activities we did - which I led with the children - used CoSpaces to create digital artifacts which could be viewed using AR and VR. CoSpaces is a tool which we were introduced to in Bruges, which allows you to create virtual environments which you can upload digital artefacts into. To familiarise themselves with both the tech and the children from Denmark, our children used CoSpaces to create virtual meals with foods that they would typically eat. They were able to view these using AR through their phones, and also using VR headsets. Our aim was for the children to use CoSpaces on a future international day to create virtual exergaming environments. Now, Helen will go into more detail about some of the technology we used to design exergames.Library of 3d objects, programmingPart of the first international day was for the children to familiarise themselves with the children from Denmark – creating digital plates of food that represent our countries. Finding out about what we eat in each others' countries using VR and AR in CoSpaces.



What if we could 
change size?



Taking a 
closer look

• Built in magnifier

• Thinglink



Design projects

• Greenscreen by DoInk
• Google AR Animals



…bridging formal and informal learning and multiplying learning opportunities

Technology transforming learning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Weaving webs of ideas. Co-creating knowledge. By giving users control over the time, pace and place of their learning and by providing opportunities for authentic engagement with the physical world, technology can act as a bridge between formal and informal learning, and across disciplines in primary education, multiplying learning opportunities and leading to the development of a shared common purpose. In this way, it might prompt social transformation leading to innovative pedagogical practice. 
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